Media Inquiries
There is a pervasive intelligence throughout the hallways of Lane Powell. Our people have the wherewithal to
counsel our clients not just from a legal standpoint, but as a trusted advocate serving as strategic business and
industry advisors. We approach complex industry issues and legislative changes with calm sophistication and
experienced thought leadership.
News outlets around the globe turn to people at Lane Powell to glean insight and soundbites related to some of the
hottest news of the day. Regardless of whether the topic at hand is related to immigration issues, changing wage and hour
laws, or legal developments related to tax, the people of Lane Powell are highly sought for their incisive insights and
situational awareness in highly volatile and rapidly changing landscapes.

Written Pieces by Lane Powell Attorneys
If you are a member of a media outlet and would like to engage with an attorney to provide thought leadership in the form
of a written publication, article or blog piece, please send a message here.

News Interviews With Lane Powell Attorneys
If you are a member of a media outlet and would like to connect with an experienced attorney who can provide
substantive soundbites related to a current news story, please contact us here.

Request Permission to Quote a Lane Powell Attorney
Is there an existing piece of our thought leadership that you would like to quote in your news piece or blog post? If so, let
us know what you would like to use and how by sending us a message here.

Request a Media Kit
If we are sponsoring your organization or event, you may need a high-resolution logo or our brand standards. Send us a
message in order to access a media kit.
Contact(s)
Geneva Granatstein
D 206.223.7720
granatsteing@lanepowell.com
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